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Abstract— A bibliometric analysis of published researches about heat transfer simulation (HTS) for a 
period of time since 2007 until 2017 is conducted based on Web of Science Core Collection. The quest 
identified a total of 1169 publications related with HTS in the period. The patterns of the publication 
results, subject categories, relevant journals, international productivity and collaboration, geographic 
distribution of authors, and keywords of authors were analysed. The anual number of publications in the 
quest increased from 68 in 2007 to 138 in 2017, highlighting 2016 as the year with the highest increase 
rate with 167 pulications. “Chemical Engineering, Fluid Flow and Transfer Processes”, “Energy & 
Energy Engineering and Power Technology”,and “Engineering & Engineering” were the three main 
categories of the most relevant topics. International Journal of Heat and mass Transfer, is considered the 
main journal of the topicwith the greatest number of publications. China, Iran and the USA were the 
three most productive countries. The most productive institution was Xi An Jiao Tong Univ, followed by 
the Indian Inst Technol  and Islamic Azad Univ. Iran was the most frequent partner in international 
collaborations. Thisstudy revealed subyacent patterns in results and academic collaborations which can 
be useful as an alternative way to reveal tendencies of heat transfer simulation. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

  The heat transfer simulation is based on computational studies and simulation tools of heat transfer 
phenomenon, which is present in a great percentage of preservation processes. In recent researches, the 
separation of variables, or also called analytic method, is being used to model and simulate heat transfer 
processes in order to calculate thermal properties, such as thermal conductivity (W/m°C) and thermal diffusivity 
(m2/s), as well as properties of the energy transfer environment, such as the heat transfer coefficient (W/m°C). 
An alternative in the simulation is to develop the equations, using a proper quantity of terms to improve the 
temperature profiles studied. The simulation of heat transfer is widely applied to food preservation in simulation 
models of drying processes which are far from being considered simple processes [1], this process has 
significant variables such as the air temperaturr, air speed, the thickness of the material, previous surface 
treatments applied to the material, and so forth and so on [2]. Similarly, the currently drying models proposed 
are difficult to develop, generally the transport properties are difficult, even more, to obtain their derivative [3], 
which can be observed in other investigations around this simulation processes [4], [5], [6], [7]. So that can be 
possible to simulate the heat transfer processes involved in drying, it is necessary to characterize the physiscarl 
properties and how they affect to the processs. It is possible to obtain a more precise procedure when 
multiphysic approximations are applied [8], [9], [10], [11]. 

At the moment to have a general overview about heat transfer simulation, it is possible to find 
researches about the thermal conductivity behaviour in nanofluids, which is expected to increase the heat 
transfer rate in comparison to the thermal conductivity in conventional fluids [12]. [13], [14] The first term to 
use is nanofluids to refer to the fluids with suspended nanoparticles. In conventional heat transfer, several 
investigations [15], [16], [17], [18] state that the use of low concentrations of nanoparticles can increase the 
conductivity . 

A grat number of authors have published researches about heat transfer simulation processes in 
different journals around the world. However, there have been few tries to recopilate systematic data about the 
world scientific production of the investigation with SHT. A common research tool is the bibliometric analysis 
method that has already been applied in the scientific production and different studies of trending topics in a lot 
of disciplines of Science and Engineering ([19], [20], [21]). The conventional bibliometric methods are focused 
in the analysis of cites and content, while the recent bibliometric analysis focus on the academic results of 
authors, institutions and countries, identifies the temporary evolution of the research patterns and sustains the 
international collaboration. 
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In this article, a bibliometric analysis was conducted about the investigations in heat transfer simulation 
published since 2007 until 2017. The objective of this study was to reveal the subjacent patterns in the scientific 
results, the characteristics of the international collaboration and the distribution of authors in with respect to the 
topics, and finally to provide a potential guide for future investigations related with heat transfer simulation. 

II. DATA SOURCES AND METHODOLOGY 

 The selecteddata was based on the online versions of (ISI) Citation Indexes, a source that can be 
accessed through Web of Science. Which contains information about multidisciplinary research of high quality 
publication in the most relevant journals. This source identifies and indexes the most important publications in 
every area of sciences with every significant documents contained in such publications. Web of Science is a 
bibliographic database which records contain information such as titles, authors, keywords, summaries, cited 
references, and so on. The investigation based over the obtained data from Web of Science was focused ona 
main topic, which is heat transfer simulation, and similar topics, in order to compilate a bibliography fromall the 
related documents with the investigation. Through all the documents complied, there were eliminated those 
publications in which heat transfer simulation wasnot used as main theme or subtheme were eliminated from the 
data set. Subsequently, the information collected was classified in individual groups, including author(s), 
category(ies), subject(s), journal(s), title(s), year(s) of publication, so that can be possible to avoid the duplicated 
registers of publications. 

 All the publications identified in the databases related with heat transfer simulation were evaluated 
through the following criteria: results and publications; subject categories,journals, international productivity 
and collaboration; geographic distribution of the authors; and keywords using Microsoft Excel 2013®. The 
impact factor (IF) of each journalwas obtained from Web of Science in the year of 2016. The type of 
collaboration was determined by the addresses of the authors, where the term “Unique country publications” 
was assigned if the addresses from the researchers were from the same country. The term “publication of an 
unique institute” was assigned if the addresses of the researchers belonged to the same institution. 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. Results of publications  

From 2007 to 2017, a total of 1169 publication related with heat transfer simulation (SHT) were 
identified. The annual number of publications of SHT increased from 68 in 2007 to 138 in 2017. The 
accumulated progression was presented by an exponential model (Fig. 1). This adjustment produced a high 
correlation coefficient of the compiled data ( 2   0,8953). It was concluded that the number of scientific 
articles about heat transfer simulations, did grow at a slow rate. The most suitable exponential adjustment for the 
SHT research was    6 73 0,085 , where “y” is the accumulated number of publications and “x”  is the 
number of years since 2007,extrapolating from the exponential. Nine types of documents were found in all the 
publications related with the SHT researches during a period time of 10 years. 

Articles was the most frequently used type of document with 91,7% of the total production, followed by 
procedure documents with 6,2%, reviews with 1,3%, editing house materials with 0,3%, corrections 0,2%, 
letters, summaries, recentarticles and reprint (0,1%). 98,8% of all articles were published in English (1155), 
followed by Chinese (7), German (2), Japanese (2), Polish, Portuguese and Spanish (1). Withinthe group of 
study, 7,2% of references were cited by article in 2007, compared with 15,5% in 2009, 7,6% in 2011, 11,8% in 
2013, 4,8% in 2015 and 0,5% in 2017. It can be observed the remarkable decreasing percentage in 
referencearticles of heat transfer simulation.  

B. Categories and relevant journals  

There is a wide variety with respect to the research topic of heat transfer simulation, including a great 
number of categories and topicsidentified in the last 20 years. The distribution of the 10 main categories of 
themes are shown in the Table I, which highlights the categories “Chemical Engineering & Fluid Flow and 
Transfer Processes” (202, 17.29%),  “Energy & Energy Engineering and Power Technology” (66, 5.64%), y 
“Engineering  &  Engineering (miscellaneous) ” (64, 5.47%)as the 3 most popular categories. Due to the fact 
that the use of statistics in each discipline would be considered a key element to evaluate its grade of 
maturity[22], [23], [24]. The results provide a current vision of the emphasis of the investigation in this topic. 
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Fig.1. Exponential model of the accumulative of publications from 2007 to 2017 

TABLE I.  Top 10 Distribution of Thematic Categories 

Theme and Category TP* TP (%) 

Chemical Engineering & Fluid Flow and Transfer Processes 202 1 (17.29) 

Energy & Energy Engineering and Power Technology 66 2 (5.64) 

Engineering & Engineering (miscellaneous) 64 3 (5.47) 

Chemical Engineering & Chemical Engineering (miscellaneous)  46 4 (3.93) 

Mathematics & Numerical Analysis 32 5 (2.73) 

Energy & Nuclear Energy and Engineering 27 6 (2.3) 

Engineering & Mechanical Engineering 23 7 (1.96) 

Computer Science & Computer Science Applications 15 8 (1.28) 

Engineering & Building and Construction 8 9 (0.68) 

Energy & Energy Engineering and Power Technology 8 10 (0.68) 

TP is the publications total, R is the rank, % is the share in the publication 

       Table IIdisplaysthe distribution of the results in a top 10 of relevant journals, which places International 
Journal of Heat and mass transfer as the most relevant journal in with respect to the topic by itsof publications, 
followed by Applied Thermal Engineering and Numerical Heat transfer Part a-Applications.  The impact factor 
(IF) generally is used to evaluate the relative importance of a journal, specially between others in the same field 
[25], [26], [27]. Nonetheless, when the impact factor is used as an indicator of the quality of the article, the IF of 
the journalmight cause an overestimationin the least important articles at a expense of the articles with higher 
impact ([28]). due to the impact factor of a journalmayvary between different fields, the average citation 
score(TC/TP) in the SHT investigation, that only considers the citeswithina determined field, is a more relevant 
measure of the relative importance of a journalin a specific field. 
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TABLE II.  Top 10 in Magazine Distribution 

Magazines TP TP R (%) TC TC/TP IF 
International Journal of Heat and mass Transfer 124 1 (10.6) 1896 15,2903 3.458 

Applied Thermal Engineering 66 2 (5.6) 649 9,83 3.444 

Numerical Heat Transfer Part a-Applications 32 3 (2.7) 309 9,65 2.259 

Heat and mass Transfer 31 4 (2.7) 180 5,80 1.233 

International Communications in heat and mass 
Transfer 

31 5 (2.7) 633 20,41 3.718 

International Journal of Thermal Sciences 30 6 (2.6) 339 11,3 3.615 

Journal of heat Transfer-Transactions of the asme 25 7 (2.1) 212 8,48 1.866 

International Journal of heat and Fluid flow 21 8 (1.8) 440 20,95 1.873 

Nuclear Engineering and Design 19 9 (1.6) 153 8,05 1.142 
0.868 

Heat Transfer Research 17 10 (1.5) 54 3,17 0.868 

TP is the publications total, TC is the quote total, IF is the impact factor, R is the rank, % is the publication 
share 

The 21 publications related with heat transfer simulation, published in Web of Science Core Collection 
presentedan average citation scoreof 20,95 and an IF of (1.873) in 2016 classified in first place, whilethe second 
place was forInternational Communications in Heat and mass Transfer with highest IF (3.718) in 2016 and an 
average citation score of 20,4 between the 10 numbered magazines in the TableII. 

C. International productivity and collaboration 

 The contribution of different countries/territories was estimated by the locationof affiliated institutions 
of at least one author. The 10 main countries/territories were classified according to the total number of 
publications, including the publications of a single country/territory and the international collaborations. As it’s 
shown in the TableII, China Republic led the productivity ranking with 322 publications, which is qualified with 
an H-índex (LCS) of 4 and an H-índex (GCS) of 23. Iran published the second highest number of total 
publications, followed by USA, Germany and France. The ratio of publications in a single country was 
evaluated, resulting in China with the highest ratio of (27,5%). From these 10 countries/territories, 4 were from 
Europe, 4 from Asia, 2 from North America. The most of these 10 countries/territories were developed 
countries/territories. The network of collaboration of the 20 most productive countries was visualized using 
Ucinet (Fig. 2). Every point represents a country/territory and the width of the lines of interconnected lines 
represents the strength of the collaboration. As it can be seen, the collaborations between the 20 main most 
productive countries, were frequent. United States, France and England occupy the first place in collaboration 
from the most productive countries. The study of international productivity and collaboration, is a research topic 
that is frequently used which generates researches around this theme [29], [30], [31].  

The H-índex proposed by [32], is a system that have induced a great impact in the quantification of 
productivity of the researchers and their investigations, which has influenced a great quantity of researches 
about this topic[33], [34], [35]. There has been created favorable modifications to this system in different ways: 
a global index that improves the form of evaluation [36], electronic index [37], a contemporary index [38], 
index of ordered cites by age, which indicates the best way of evaluation [39], an individual index [40]. The 
objective of this part is to demonstrate the contribution of the different institutions, therefor was estimated by 
the affiliated institution of at least one author. As it has been displayedin the TableIV, the most productive 
institution was Xi An Jiao Tong Univ with 33 articles, followed up by Indian Inst Technol with 24, the Islamic 
Azad Univ with 22, the BabolUnivTechnol con 21, the Chinese Acad Sci. The academy of sciences of China 
published the majority of publications of institutions, followed up by the Iran science academy; the university of 
BabolTechnol, who occupies the first place in H-índex of local collaboration and also the first place in H-índex 
in international collaboration, followed up by the Xi An Jiao Tong Univ which occupies the second place in H-
índex in international collaboration.  
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Fig.3. Collaboration network of the top 20 most productive institutions 

Through an analysisof the data obtained from the Fig. 4, it can be observed that the 20 most collaborative 
institutions. It was found that the institutions in the same country tended to have a greater rate of collaboration 
than with institution in other countries, Xi An Jiao Tong Univ and the Chinese AcadSci, the Islamic Azad Univ 
and BabolUnivTechnol, Isfahan UnivTechnol and the Islamic Azad Univ, Tsinghua Univ and Zhejiang Univ. 

D. Author keywords 

The analysis of the author keywords offers a vision of the research trends, revealing areas of interest of the 
researcher. TableV, allows to observe the main keywords that appeared in published articles from 2007 to 2017 
which are quantifiedand classified. In the setof data, there was used a total of 2201 keywords, from which it was 
realized a top 20 of the most used words by authors in the TableV. It indicates that “Heat” (1164, 99.6%), 
“Transfer” (1161, 99.3%), “Simulation” (992, 84.9%) were the 3 most popular ones. This abundance of single 
use keywords suggests a lack of continuity in the research and a great disparity in the research focuses. 

    During the period time studied, some keywords have been mantained notably in activity. For instance, the 
ranking of " Heat " passed from the 1st in 2007-2009 and returned in 2015-2017; '' Transfer ''passed from 2nd in 
2007-2009 at 1st in 2010-2014, having a return to their initial place in the period of 2015-2017; finally 
''Using''passed from the 16th place in 2007-2009 to 10th in 2015-2017, this last one showing possible changes in 
the focus towards new areas of research with heat transfer simulation. 

TABLE V.  Top 20 Author Keywords 

Author Keywords TP TP  R (%) 2007-2009 2010-2014 2015-2017 

      P R P R P R 
Heat 1164 1 (99.6) 213 1 518 2 433 1 

Transfer 1161 2 (99.3) 211 2 519 1 431 2 

Simulation 992 3 (84.9) 189 3 435 3 368 3 

Numerical 466 4 (39.9) 82 4 205 4 179 4 

Flow 319 5 (27.3) 67 5 144 5 108 5 

Simulations 178 6 (15.2) 26 8 86 6 66 6 

Fluid 155 7 (13.3) 21 10 78 7 56 7 

Mass 132 8 (11.3) 33 7 57 8 42 8 

Using 91 9 (7.8) 9 16 44 9 38 10 

Convection 84 10 (7.2) 15 13 35 11 34 11 

Turbulent - 84 11 (7.2) 25 9 36 10 23 16 

Lattice 78 12 (6.7) 6 17 30 13 42 8 

Boltzmann 74 13 (6.3) 6 17 29 14 39 9 

Convective 72 14 (6.2) 12 14 32 12 28 14 

Method 72 15 (6.2) 10 15 29 14 33 12 
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Large - 69 16 (5.9) 19 11 30 13 20 17 

Eddy - 65 17 (5.6) 17 12 30 13 18 18 

Cfd 64 18 (5.5) 12 14 28 15 24 15 

Model 64 19 (5.5) 12 14 19 17 33 12 

Phase 64 20 (5.5) 9 16 24 16 31 13 

TP is the publication total, P are the publications in the study period, R is the occupied position in the study 
range, % is the share in the publication 

It is surprising to find from 2007 to 2017, topicsthat previously were very popular and have diminished in 
importance. For example, “Turbulent”, “Large” y “Eddy” we classified in tenth, eleventh and twelfth 
respectively in 2007-2009, but they decreased to 16th, 17th y 18th respectively in 2015-2017. 

IV. CONCLUSION 

A bibliometric analysis of the patterns of publications, categories, topicsand journals, productivity and 
international collaboration, geographical distribution of authors, and author keywords in documents related to 
heat transfer simulation in the period from 2007 to 2017 was conducted in this paper. The research highlighted  
important tendencies in the world, areasof the investigation during the whole period. a total 1169 publications 
were made during the period 2007-2017. The publications are added year by year, the annual growing rate of 
publications in the SHT research is in constantincreasing “Chemical Engineering & Fluid Flow and Transfer 
Processes”, “Energy & Energy Engineering and Power Technology”, and “Engineering & Engineering 
(miscellaneous)” were the 3 journalswith more publications about SHT. And the 3 most popular categories. 

United States and China were the most frequent international partners. The most productive institution was 
the Xi An Jiao Tong Univ, followed up by the Academy of Sciences of India (Indian Inst Technol) and the 
Islamic Azad Univ. The author keywords offer a vision of the research trends, revealing that areas of research. 
“Heat”, “Transfer” y “Simulation” are growing topicsof research in the field of heat transfer simulation, while 
“Turbulent”, “Large” y “Eddy” are gradually less significant. 
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